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Ocean Vuong is a poet, and that’s as clear as day 

when reading On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous. 

Written as a letter from son to mother, this novel 

unearths the history of a Vietnamese family that 

has emigrated to Hartford, Connecticut.  

On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous explores sexuality, 

race, and class while showing snippets of Little 

Dog’s experiences with his mother, grand-

mother, and first love (#LGTBQ ). Be pre-

pared for stories of child and drug abuse, 

trauma, and violence in this novel. It is not 

for the faint of heart or for those who crave 

happy endings (like myself, hah!). This novel was not what I 

expected, but was an interesting read. It is a great choice if you 

are exploring how to marry poetry and prose as a writer. I give 

the novel 2.5 out of 5 stars (due to my personal taste) but 4.5/5 

for the beautiful writing. 

Sunny side up! 
Sun’s out, buns out! Summer is on its way, 
and I am ready for some fresh air and vita-
min D. Jesse and I booked a trip to Pine, 
Colorado to enjoy some nature. We are 
staying in a cabin in the mountains and plan 
on exploring Denver, Colorado Springs, and 
some of the surrounding towns. This trip will 
also serve as research for my new book, 
which partially takes place in Colorado. I 
hope you have plans to enjoy the summer 
sun with your family as well. Follow along to 
see our adventures! 

As Ever, Cristal Porter   

Escapades: The Reviews are In! 
“Full of romance and surprises!” 

Purchase Escapades: A Novel on Amazon today! 

Normal People by Sally Rooney is a brilliant, intimate 

coming of age story that will have you staying up past 

your bedtime to read just one more page. Usually, I get 

sucked into a story when I can relate my experiences 

to one of the main characters. However, I found myself 

rooting for Marianne and Connell’s relationship with all 

of my might even though we had nothing in common. 

This is a beautiful story of two deeply damaged individ-

uals finding peace, love, and intense friendship with 

one another. Read it! I give the novel 5/5 stars. 

Book Review: Normal People 
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Romance is in the Air 
This summer, I am cannonballing into a new genre, and I couldn’t be more excited! I am currently work-

ing on a romance novel and am already swooning over the outline. The story will be an enemies-to-lovers 

romance that involves a cross-country adventure, flashbacks to the past, and hefty dose of the great 

outdoors. Be sure to follow me on social media for sneak peeks along the way!  


